“Gatherings for Human
Fraternity”
An initiative to introduce UAE students to
The Document on Human Fraternity
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1. Context
“The Document on Human Fraternity and Peaceful Living” (the Document) was signed by His Holiness the Pope of the
Catholic Church and The Grand Imam of Al Azhar during the Global Conference on Human Fraternity organized by
the Council of Muslim Scholars in Abu Dhabi in February 2019. This historic event was under the patronage of His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of
the UAE Armed Forces.
The Document coincides with the UAE declaration of 2019 as the “Year of Tolerance” and the historic event of the
visit of His Holiness the Pope of the Catholic Church to the United Arab Emirates.
This initiative comes as a commitment of the UAE to the universal values of human fraternity and world peace. It is
equally a direct response to the urgent joint call Al Azhar and The Catholic Church made to the world “that this
Document become the object of research and reflection in all schools, universities and institutes of formation, thus
helping to educate new generations to bring goodness and peace to others” (p5).
The initiative is directed at students in middle and high schools. Content for a number of sessions called “gatherings”
will be developed and made available for all school leaders to engage with those students during selected times
throughout the 2019 – 2020 academic year.

2. Aim
The initiative will introduce all students in middle and high school phases in the UAE to the Document with the aim
to raise their awareness of its historical importance and to encourage them to embrace its values.

3. Content
The content of the Document has been categorized into six main themes. Each theme includes a number of topics
that will generally be the focus for each one of the gatherings:
Theme 1: General Introduction
This theme introduces students to the context of the culture of tolerance in the UAE. It is divided into 3 topics:
 The culture of tolerance in the UAE
 The role of the UAE in spreading the value of global tolerance
 The context of the “Document on Human Fraternity and Peaceful Living”
Theme 2: “The Human Fraternity Document”: Reality and Current Challenges
In this theme, students will engage in discussions about global current issues as described in the Document. They
will analyze, debate and reflect on the threats to human values, their causes and characteristics. Theme 2 includes
the following topics:
 What existing reality is the Document trying to improve?
 Who is the Document addressing?
 Why does humanity need the value of tolerance?
 Indicators of moral regression
 Types and effects of extremism according to the Document
 The right to life, between reality and the Document
Theme 3: Intercultural Dialogue
 Culture and human values
 Cultural commonalities
 Principles of intercultural dialogue
 The concept of human fraternity
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 What is the purpose for intercultural dialogue?
 How to create a culture of dialogue?
Theme 4: Values in the “Human Fraternity Document”
 Values in the Document
 The role of the family in fortifying ethics and values
 The value of tolerance in the Document
 The concept of citizenship in the Document
 Freedom and justice in the Document
 The concept of human dignity
Theme 5: Rights in the “Human Fraternity Document”
 Key messages in the Document
 Emirati women and the Document
 The right to be different
 An analysis of the historical significance of the Document
 Human rights between in UAE law and The Document
 The rights of the child in UAE law and the Document
Theme 6: The Document and the Future:
 Relationships between East and West
 How do we ensure and protect peace?
 The role of co-existence in shaping the future of UAE
 Common fate of humanity
 The future of relations between East and West
 Values and the future of mankind

We thank you for your active participation in this initiative.
It is imperative that our students, the youth of today and the leaders of tomorrow, have an embedded set of
principles and values that will guide their every decision for the prosperity and good of all humanity.
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Themes

Phase

Grade/
Year

General
Introduction

Reality and
Current
Challenges

Intercultural
Dialogue

Values in the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”

Rights in the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”

The “Human
Fraternity
Document”
and the Future

Topic
7/8
What existing
reality does the
document want
to improve?

Cultures and
human values

Values in the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”

Key messages
in the “Human
Fraternity
Document”

Relationships
between East
and West

Who is the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”
addressing ?

Cultural
commonalities

The role of the
family in
fortifying ethics
and values

Emirati women
and the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”

How do we
ensure and
protect peace?

Middle School

8/9
The Culture of
Tolerance in
the UAE

9/10

High School

10/11

The Role of the
UAE in
Spreading
Global
Tolerance

The value of
tolerance in the
”Human
Fraternity
Document”

The right to be
different

The role of coexistence in
shaping the
future of the
UAE

Why does
humanity need
the value of
tolerance?

Principles of
intercultural
dialogue

Indicators of
moral
regression

The concept of
human
fraternity

The concept of
citizenship in
the “Human
Fraternity
Document”

An analysis of
the historical
significance of
the “Human
Fraternity
Document”

The common
fate of
humanity

Types and
effects of
extremism
according to
the “Human
Fraternity
Document”

What is the
purpose of
intercultural
dialogue?

Freedom and
justice in the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”

Human rights in
UAE laws and
the “Human
Fraternity
Document”

The future of
relationships
between East
and West

The concept of
human dignity

The rights of
the child in the
Document and
UAE laws

Values and the
future of
mankind

11/12

12/13

The General
Scope of the
“Human
Fraternity
Document”

The right to life, How to create a
between reality
culture of
and the
dialogue?
“Human
Fraternity
Document”
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Theme 1
General Introduction to the
“The Human Fraternity” Document
General introduction 1: The Culture of Tolerance in the UAE
Students will be able to:

Learning Outcomes:

Target cohort:

Preparatory phase (middle school)/ Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:



Define the concept of tolerance



List/ recall some of the UAE's laws that uphold and preserve the values of tolerance



Identity manifestations of tolerance and multiculturalism in relations between
individuals in the UAE



Express understanding of the importance of tolerance in the prosperity of the UAE
and the prosperity of its people

Preparatory phase (middle school)/ Secondary phase (high school)
1
The gathering will explore the fundamental facts about life in the UAE:


The UAE actively embraces the values of tolerance, peace, security and multiculturalism,
with more than 200 nationalities living in mutual respect and enjoying a decent quality of
life.



Discussion will explore examples of UAE laws and leading decisions that translate the
importance of tolerance in the UAE (i.e. appointment of Minister of Tolerance in 2016/
Declaration of 2019 as the Year of Tolerance).

Brief:

General introduction 2: The role of the UAE in Spreading Global Tolerance
Students will be able to:
Learning Outcomes:



Explore the role of the UAE in spreading global tolerance



Name and discuss initiatives and projects to promote global wellness and fight disasters

Target cohort:

Preparatory phase (middle school) / Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:


Brief:



1
The gathering will highlight UAE’s efforts in spreading and supporting tolerance at the
international level through exploring examples of its initiatives and projects. The most
important of these is its pioneering role in providing international assistance to people
during disasters, and in supporting projects in construction, education, health and
humanitarian assistance in many countries. (Examples of the efforts of the UAE Red
Crescent and Dubai Cares, international awards such as the Mohammed Bin Rashid Award
for Tolerance, etc.).
Students will also discuss examples of international conventions that the UAE has ratified
and is committed to.

General introduction 3: The General Scope of the “Human Fraternity Document”
Learning Outcomes:
Target cohort:

Students will be able to:
 Link the Document to the efforts of the UAE in promoting global tolerance
 Appreciate the importance and the historical value of the visit of the Grand Imam of AlAzhar and His Holiness the Pope to the UAE
Preparatory phase (middle school) / Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:

Brief:

1
The gathering will shed light on the global and historical event, where both the Grand Imam
of Al-Azhar Al-Sharif and the Holy Pope chose to meet and sign this universal document in
the United Arab Emirates. The UAE was chosen as a symbol of peace and security amidst a
region shaken by wars, strife and discrimination. The UAE also enjoys international standing
in consolidating the principles of peaceful coexistence and tolerance. This visit was a
powerful message to all humanity in good will and fraternity.
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Theme 2
“The Human Fraternity” Document
Reality and Current Challenges
What existing reality does the Document want to improve?
Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Analyze the causes for deteriorating conditions for humanity and how this manifests in
society (according to the document)
 Understand the foundations of moral values and how it benefits the individual, the
family, society and the world as a whole

Grade 7

Target cohort:

Preparatory phase (middle school)

Number of gatherings:


Brief:


1–2
The document is an urgent call for all humanity and influential people in the world,
including politicians, decision makers and thought leaders to give up individualistic and
materialistic ideologies that are currently dominant and cause tragedies, corruption, social
injustice, moral degradation, wars, inequality, terrorism, racism, extremism, intolerance,
discrimination, acceleration in the arms race and indifference.
The document also calls for reform to reach a universal state of righteousness. This can
only be achieved through a return to religious and righteous teachings and moral values
that call for "the preservation of the gift of life and adherence to the values of peace and
fraternity".

Who is the “Human Fraternity Document” addressing?
Students will be able to:
 Contextualize the temporal and spatial dimensions of the document

Grade 8

Learning Outcomes:

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:



Understand the implications of the content and the core messages



Identify those being addressed in the document



Start reflecting on his/her role as one of the targeted groups being addressed in the
document

Preparatory phase (middle school)
1–2
Gatherings will aim to elicit students’ responses to the following questions:
 Who does the document speak to and why?


What is the difference between the different target groups being addressed in the
document?



What is the role of each target group?



What role do you play in your relationships with others?

Why does humanity need the value of tolerance?

Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Understand the manifestations of the absence of tolerance and its current consequences
on humanity in many countries around the world


Grade 9

Target cohort:

Identify the values of tolerance and its positive impact on the lives of developed nations
Preparatory phase (middle school)

Number of gatherings:

Brief:



1
In this gathering, students will discuss humanity’s urgent need for the value of tolerance by
shedding light on the destructive effects of its absence, such as fueling racism, fanaticism,
discrimination, strife, wars and the resulting consequences on the lives of many. Provide
vivid and modern examples of the destruction that is taking place in many countries around
the world.
The gathering concludes by promoting the imporatnce of acceptance of differences and
tolerance as God's gifts so that humankind can actively seek to cooperate to spread the
principles of justice and equality as a basis for a good quality of life.
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Indicators of moral regression

Grade 10

Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Identify the causes and manifestations caused by the regress of morals in the context of
the family, society and the world.
 Analyze the reasons for the morals have regressed in contemporary societies and explore
some actions for reform

Target cohort:

Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:


Brief:

1
The gathering builds on students’ prior knowledge of the concept of morality to initiate a
discussion about the causes that lead to the deterioration of morals, according to the
document. In many societies, crime, violence, extremism, addiction, poverty and
unemployment are rampant. Amongst nations, divisions and rivalry prevail to achieve
influence and hegemony. This is mainly due to the absence of human conscience, the
exclusion of religious ethics, the tyranny of concepts of individualism and materialism and
a decline in the morals that guide actions.

Types and effects of extremism
Students will be able to:
 Define extremism
Learning Outcomes:




Grade 11

Target cohort:

Analyze the different kinds of extremism, causes leading to its widespread and its
potential risks
Evaluate the view point and position of the Document
Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:


1
The gathering identifies multiple levels of the definition of extremism, such as tyranny of
opinion, the absence of dialogue and the spread of intolerance.



The gathering enumerates examples of extremism (intellectual, religious, tribal, ethnic) in
history, the causes of its widespread, and the effect this has had on the human
experience (i.e. the spread of fascism and Nazism).



The gathering links extremism and its manifestations on contemporary societies, on the
level of the individual (addiction, violence, self-destruction and violence) and society
(disintegration of the family, suffering, surge of mass murders, and displacement
following wars, selfish attitudes, discrimination and exclusion).
Absence of spiritual and moral values

Brief:



The “right to life”, between reality and the “Human Fraternity Document”
Students will be able to:
 Understand that the “right to life” is divine
Learning Outcomes:



Analyze examples of humanity's progress in preserving life on Earth



Propose solutions to improve laws guaranteeing and individual’s “right to life”

Grade 12

Target cohort:

Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:

Brief:

1


The gathering will highlight the value of life in all cultures and what constitutes “the right
to life” according to the Document



Students will analyze the causes and motives that lead to loss of that value



Some of the issues related to this subject are controversial and subject to a great deal of
debate. Such topics include the capital punishment, euthanasia, abortion and others. It is
necessary to focus more on possible solutions and commonalities amongst cultures, leaving
the margin of the right to differ as a basis for constructive and civil dialogue.
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Theme Three
Intercultural Dialogue
Cultures and human values

Grade 7

Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Understand that the purpose of all religions is to spread virtue and establish values
 Give real examples that translate values into behavior

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:

Preparatory phase (middle school)
1–2
These gathering will:
 present students with some universal human values such as love, fraternity, equality,
justice, cooperation, caring for others; for example showing respect and providing care
for the needy and underprivileged


highlight examples of universal human values in different cultures



indicate the similarities in the values across cultures



elicit practical examples of some values and how they translate into behavior

Cultural commonalities
Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Understand the imporatnce of multi-culturalism and its value in enriching and serving
humanity

Grade 8

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:

Preparatory phase (middle school)
1
This gathering will:
 explore the concept of God as the supreme creator, and that all humans are created
equal based on the foundation of universal fraternity, so that humans can care for other
humans, nature and all creatures.


address the depth of the universal principles of equality in rights and responsibilities, of
human dignity and the importance of being charitable towards the weak and needy.
Some real examples can be cited of the UAE's leading global role in providing help and its
support of peoples in need.

Principles of intercultural dialogue
Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Identify the basic principles underlying intercultural dialogue


Grade 9

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:

Examine the possible gains of dialogue between different cultures

Preparatory phase (middle school)
1
The gathering will address the following concepts through analyses and discussions of real life
examples:
 Diversity is a human right and a gift of the Creator


Mutual respect is the basis of civilized dialogue



Dialogue is a "path," a way to meet, learn and collaborate



Ethics is fundamental for self-discipline



Dialogue achieves learning from the experiences of others and offers potential solutions
to human needs and problems
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The concept of human fraternity
Students will be able to:
 Compare the concept of fraternity across different cultures and identify commonalities

Grade 10

Learning Outcomes:



Deepen understanding of the broader meanings of fraternity as explored in the Document

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:

Secondary phase (high school)
1
The gathering will
 provide a comprehensive definition of fraternity that begins primarily in the concept of
faith. The faithful are brethren, and this calls for humanity to care for all creations
without domination or tyranny


illustrate how the concept of fraternity is inseparable from and does not contradict with
the principles of equality, freedom and justice



demonstrate how the concept of fraternity in comprehensive of every living being

What is the purpose of intercultural dialogue?
Students will be able to:
 Discern the impact of faith and its importance in guiding values and ethics
Learning Outcomes:

Grade 11

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:



Understand the need to correct religious discourse in light of the increasing phenomena of
extremism and terrorism



Understand the necessity of intercultural dialogue on the future

Secondary phase (high school)
1–2
A series of multiple gatherings will delve deeper into the following aspects of this topic:
 It is proposed to start by highlighting some of the historical aspects that have affected the
absence of intercultural dialogue in the past and which have had serious consequences on
human thought for a long time (such as wars caused by extremism and fundamentalism
in our current reality)


The practice of exploiting religious discourse of exclusion to influence people and to
achieve political and economic gains, and to spread hatred and violence to undermine the
stability of peoples and nations



Discussions to elicit a deeper examination of the urgent call in the Document to reflect on
the authentic principles and teachings that call for moderation and to make a comparison
with the contemporary discourse

How do we create a culture of dialogue?
Students will be able to:
 Define what comprises constructive dialogue in comparison to other types of discourse

Grade 12

Learning Outcomes:



Analyze the consequences of the absence of dialogue



Determine the characteristics of a “culture of dialogue”



Reflect on own role as a global citizen and the possible and practical contributions to be
made in the creation of a culture of dialogue

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Secondary phase (high school)
1
The gathering will:
 link between dialogue as a principle and the culture of dialogue as a practice to ensure
mutual cooperation and a means of coexistence between human beings

Brief:



explore areas of intercultural convergence in spiritual, human and social values



encourage students to determine their role in creating opportunities for dialogue with
others



explore how modern technology can contribute in intercultural dialogue
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Theme Four
Values in the “Human Fraternity Document”
Values in the Document
Students will be able to:

Learning Outcomes:



Strengthen their understanding about the values and principles presented in the
Document
Identify a number of values and to adopt them behaviorally and work to express, share
and celebrate these values

Grade 7

Target cohort:

Preparatory phase (middle school)

Number of gatherings:

1–2
The “Human Fraternity Document” references a number of core values and principles common
across cultures. This series of gatherings suggests interactive activities that use the Document
as a reference to discuss those values.


Brief:


Each proposed gathering will focus on a number of values from the following list:
cooperation - fraternity- faith - love - care - help and charity – peace - honesty - justice equality - dialogue – gaining knowledge about the other - individual and collective
responsibility - unity.
The gathering will also highlight the risks associated with the absence of the abovementioned principles and values.

The role of the family in fortifying ethics and values
Students will be able to:
Learning Outcomes:




Illustrate an understanding of the important role of the family in building the individual,
society and humanity as a whole
Justify the importance of family cohesion for a stable society

Target cohort:

Preparatory phase (middle school)

Grade 8

Number of gatherings:

1


Brief:



The gathering will focus on the important role of the family as a "nucleus for the birth of
children, ensuring their education and in raising moral and ethical human beings”. A
cohesive family inspires a generation that appreciates the principles of fraternity, respect
for parents and elders and in instilling the concept of gratitude.
The gathering will also stress how procreation outside the family system and in the
absence of one of its pillars would generate a sense of injustice, frustration and a lack in
the sense of self-esteem and self-worth. This situation may expose children to various
psychological, health and social risks and they are more prone to fall prey to a life of crime
and corruption. It is also the responsibility of society and the state to assist and support
orphans, so that they can maintain a dignified and safe existence and develop into
productive citizens.

The Value of Tolerance in the Document
Students will be able to:


Grade 9

Learning Outcomes:



Target cohort:

Link the value of tolerance to faith, freedom and equality and demonstrate
understanding of the relationship between them
Identify aspects of the principle of “peaceful coexistence” such as cooperation, respect
and dialogue
Preparatory phase (middle school) / Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:
Brief:

1+1
The gatherings aim to focus discussions around the following core aspects:



Acceptance of others and acceptance of differences/ diversity: What does the principle
of acceptance require?
Individual freedom in faith, belief, thought, expression and practice - what does absolute
freedom mean?

Gra
de
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The Concept of Citizenship in the Document
Students will be able to:


Define the concept of citizenship
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Learning Outcomes:



Link the concept of citizenship to real life behavior and attitudes

Target cohort:

Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:

1


This gathering discusses the concept of citizenship in its broader national and
humanitarian dimensions. Discussions must highlight the principle of equality in rights and
responsibilities, respect for the law, preservation of civil gains and the need to abandon
racism, exclusionary thinking and discriminatory behavior towards others.



The gathering will highlight some of the achievements in UAE legislation to ensure rights
of citizens. An example is Federal law 2 of 2015 against “Discrimination and Hatred”.
Discussions will also focus on Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid’s initiative to change the
name of persons with disability to “People of Determination” and for the elderly the title
of “Senior Emiratis”. Such actions are to be considered precedents.

Brief:

Freedom and Justice in the Document
Students will be able to:
Learning Outcomes:




Define and explore the concepts of freedom and justice
Understand the link between authority and justice and ensuing result of equity and
social justice.

Grade 11

Target cohort:

Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:

1–2


These gathering will discusses the principle of freedom as a right and "a gift from God to
all human beings”. There will be focus on the different aspects of freedom, such as
freedom of belief, freedom of thought, and freedom of expression. This will be linked to
how just laws protecting these freedoms lead to the good of society, equity and to a good
“quality of life” for all



The gathering will presents real life examples of what happens in the absence of
guaranteed freedom. For instance, there are modern examples where societies are
stricken with continuous tragedies resulting in disease, poverty and death

Brief:

The Concept of Human Dignity
Students will be able to:


Learning Outcomes:


Grade 12



Identify and analyze the concept of human dignity through citing examples from the
Document
Explore the role of individuals, society and the state in maintaining dignity for every
individual
Reflect on the future of the concept of “human dignity” and how to participate in achieving
it
Evaluating own’s role (in the present and future) in preserving and maintaining human
dignity

Target cohort:

Secondary phase (high school)

Number of gatherings:
Brief:

1
The gathering will:





allow students to reflect on the purpose of creation to honor the human (in mind and
body) through guaranteed freedoms and quality of life
explore the role of the state and society in preserving human dignity
focus on the message of the Document to the world and decision makers to reflect on
current tragedies of war, poverty and famine and work to combat and eradicate such
tragedies
allow every student to reflect on his/ her role as a contributor to preservation of one’s
own dignity and the dignity of others. What can we do as individuals?
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Theme Five
Rights in the “Human Fraternity Document”
Key messages in the Document

Grade 7

Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Identify the basic elements of the Document, such as the author, the audience, time and
place, etc.
 Understand the general significance of the Document
 Identify the main objectives and meanings of the Document

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:


Brief:

Preparatory phase (middle school)
1–2
The Document is adopted as a text for students to analyze and understand. Students
identify the general framework of the Document and its basic elements such as the
author, the audience, time and place, and the main ideas. The main activity of the
gathering will focus on the most important messages in the document, such as the value
of the “human being” in religions and legislation, and the importance of dealing with the
current challenges, such as religious and intellectual intolerance, wars and destruction.
The gathering will also highlight the importance of human unity, fraternity and tolerance.

Emirati women and the “Human Fraternity Document”
Students will be able to:
 Identify and analyze indicators of women's rights in the Document
 Compare the rights enjoyed by Emirati women and the provisions in international laws/
conventions and the “Human Fraternity Document”.
Target cohort:
Preparatory phase (middle school)
Number of gatherings:
1
 The gathering will highlight the importance of the role of women as key partners in
leading the renaissance and prosperity in society. Discussions shall emphasize the rights
that must be enjoyed by both women and men for a constructive society.
Brief:
 Students compare women’s rights as stipulated in the Document and international laws/
conventions to real life examples of rights enjoyed by women in the UAE; such as the
right to education, work, the exercise of political rights and the right to protection from
physical exploitation/ abuse. Discussions can also explore how the UAE is working on
abolishing and already abolished dated, inhumane and abrasive practices and/ or
traditions.

Grade 8

Learning Outcomes:

The right to be different
Students will be able to:
 Define the concept of “difference/ diversity”

Grade 9

Learning Outcomes:



Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:

Analyze the dimensions of diversity as a fundamental human right and a manifestation of
divine wisdom
Preparatory phase (middle school)
1
The gathering will explore concepts related to diversity and human rights. God created
people with different religions, color, gender, race and language, and this pluralism is a
manifestation of divine wisdom. Diversity must form the foundation upon which we base
the right to a number of freedoms and rights such as the freedom of belief. This divinity
of diversity therefore criminalizes the coercion of people into any religion, imposing a way
of thinking, or forcing people to adopt a particular culture.

Grade 10

An analysis of the historical significance of the Document
Students will be able to:
 Deepen understanding of the gravity of the current state of humanity and the causes
Learning Outcomes:
behind this serious situation
 Understand the importance and value of this historical Document and its messages to the
world in spreading tolerance and combating extremism
Target cohort:
Secondary phase (high school)
Number of gatherings:
1
Brief:



The gathering will highlight the historical importance of the Document. The signing of the
document coincided with the “International Fraternity Conference” hosted in the UAE and
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the historical visit of His Holiness Pope Francis to the UAE, which is the first visit of its kind
in the history of the Arabian Gulf. All this has happened at a time of great chaos that
includes upheavals, wars and conflicts because of worldly interests causing political,
economic and social instability in the region. The meeting in Abu Dhabi is a historic meeting
between the two highest religious symbols of Christianity and Islam. The “Human Fraternity
Document” is a document that serves as a road map to save humanity from a possible
“world war three” (as described by the Document). It is a call and at the same time a sincere
commitment by religious leaders in the world to harness all possibilities to awaken the
human conscience from the horrors, the material interests and extremism that is leading
to the killing of thousands on a daily basis.

Human rights in UAE law and the Document
Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Compare the rights presented in the Document to corresponding laws and regulations in
the United Arab Emirates and identify the common links between them

Grade 11


Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Brief:


Reflect on how “rights” will be manifested in the future in the UAE
Secondary phase (high school)
1
The gathering can be divided into two parts to match the “learning outcomes”. The first
part will encompass an analytical reading of the “rights” enumerated in the Document
and compared to corresponding excerpts from the “rights” sections in the Constitution of
the United Arab Emirates.
The second part will include a reflective activity in the future and progress of “rights” in
the UAE.

The rights of the child between in the Document and UAE laws
Students will be able to:
 Understand the “rights’ guaranteed by the state

Grade 12

Learning Outcomes:



Analyze the depth of the messages addressed to the world



Analytically compare some provisions in the UAE laws on the protection of the rights of
the child and the contents of the Document

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:


Brief:

Secondary phase (high school)
1
The gathering provides an opportunity for all students in the country to learn about laws
guaranteeing and protecting the rights of the child such as “Wadeema Law”.



The gathering also highlights the rights of the child in the “Convention on Human Rights”
and the “Convention on the Rights of the Child” and presents opportunities to compare
these to existing laws in the UAE.



Discussions allow students to ask questions and present suggestions about their own
rights and their possible contributions to improving those rights for themselves and the
children of the world around them.
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Theme Six
The “Human Fraternity Document” and the Future
Relationships between East and West

Grade 7

Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Understand the historical background to the term "East and West”
 Understand the reasons for existing division between “East and West”
 Identify the possible solutions presented by the document for the unification of “East
and West”

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:


Brief:


Preparatory phase (middle school)
1–2
This gathering will allow students to analyze some of the historical reasons that still
dominate the ideology and reality of life between the East and the West. Some light can be
shed on the tyranny of materialism, the race for domination and hegemony and the policies
of "double standards" in the West as well as the weaknesses, divisions, conflicts and the
scientific and cultural decline of the East; both of which result in blocs of fanaticism and
extremism.
On the other hand, both the East and the West can flourish if the causes of this division are
eliminated through efforts to establish a culture of dialogue, cooperation, mutual
understanding, tolerance, coexistence, peace and the consolidation of “human rights”.

Grade 8

How do we ensure and protect peace?
Students will be able to:
 Define his/ her role in contributing to making peace
Learning Outcomes:
 Understand the role of the family in spreading peace
 Understand the role of the state in establishing peace
Target cohort:
Preparatory phase (middle school)
Number of gatherings:
1
 The gathering will discuss the role of the individual, the family and the state in contributing
to the spread of peace in individual countries and in the world at large. Individuals must
appreciate that differences and diversity are gifts from the Creator. Each one of us has a
social responsibility to address and behave towards others who are different in a civil
Brief:
manner. The family as well has the responsibility to ensure children are raised on the same
principles of respect and appreciation of diversity. The role of the state is also very
important in maintaining social peace through the establishment of laws to protect
individuals, ensure justice and equality, and to develop the right systems to teach values
and ethics and fight intolerance, extremism, racism and terrorism. At the international
level, each State is responsible for its ethical conduct.

The role of co-existence in shaping the future of the UAE

Learning Outcomes:

Students will be able to:
 Appreciate Sheikh Zayed's legacy and the current leadership approach to tolerance and
peaceful coexistence
 Deepen understanding of what the UAE is doing for its people

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Grade 9



Brief:



Preparatory phase (middle school)
1
The gathering will explore how the UAE embraces millions of people from all nationalities
of different faiths and ethnicities who live in peace and security and actively contribute in
the building and prosperity of this society. Their diversity has enriched the country and all
the people living in the UAE through the exchange of customs and culture. The UAE has
facilitated this peaceful coexistence through the adoption of laws and legislation
guaranteeing the rights of all individuals, allowing them to practice their religious rites in
peace and security.
The leadership of the UAE implements a vision based on the value of the human being and
in guaranteeing happiness and well-being. This vision is manifested through the
development of new ministries such as Ministry of Happiness and Ministry of Tolerance;
embracing creativity, innovation and investment; in attracting international expertise in
science, architecture, technology, education and in hosting the largest international
companies, conferences and museums (the Louvre). This has guaranteed the place of the
UAE as a bridge between East and West and as a showcase for peaceful coexistence.
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The common fate of humanity
Students will be able to:
 Define the meanings of the concept of “humanity” according to the document
Learning Outcomes:



Compare the elements of “good and evil” in human behavior over time



Illustrate the importance of values and ethics in shaping a better common fate for
mankind

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:

Grade 10



Secondary phase (high school)
1–2
The gathering will aim to provide definitions of humanity and universal human values from
different cultural perspectives



Students will enumerate the achievements of humans in the sciences, medicine, industry
and technology, and how they all these contributed to the progress of human kind. These
demonstrate examples of the good in humanity.



The gathering will illustrate that the source of evil stems from the narrow ideologies of
materialism and the love of hegemony, domination and enslavement adopted by some
groups. This has resulted in the decline of values and the deterioration of morality and the
rise in the sense of injustice and marginalization, poverty and terrorism. It is far better to
work to promote tolerance because our fate is one

Brief:

The future of relationships between East and West
Students will be able to:
 Analyze the historical dimension of East-West relations as detailed in the document

Grade 11

Learning Outcomes:



Identify opportunities and areas that can unite East and West



Identify the possible solutions presented by the Document for bringing about unity
between East and West

Target cohort:
Number of gatherings:


Brief:



Secondary phase (high school)
1–2
This gathering will provide an analysis of some of the historical reasons that still dominate
the thinking, ideologies and reality of life that separates the East and the West. Discussions
will highlight the domination of materialism, the race for power and hegemony and the
policies of "double standards" in the West as well as the weaknesses, divisions, conflicts
and the scientific and cultural decline of the East; both of which result in blocs of fanaticism
and extremism.
The gathering must illustrate how both the East and the West will flourish through
consolidated efforts to establish a culture of dialogue, cooperation, mutual understanding,
tolerance, coexistence, peace and guaranteeing human rights.

Grade 12

Values and the future of mankind
Students will be able to:
 Deepen understanding of the effects of “indifference” and the risks such an attitude may
Learning Outcomes:
have on the global future
 Reflect on the value of social responsibility and the role of the individual
 Understand the inevitability of “common destiny” for all humanity
Target cohort:
Secondary phase (high school)
Number of gatherings:
1+1
 The gathering will discuss the dimensions of global “apathy” and silence on issues that
threaten the future of humans and the environment, especially with the advancement of
science and technology and the use of the wrongful use of advanced weapons and
Brief:
possession of weapons of mass destruction


The gathering will focus on questioning possibilities of how the current generation can
combat those risks through adopting the right values and ethics



The gathering will explore how community participation in political life can drive change
more quickly in the face of current threats
The gathering will give students a forum to discuss the aspirations of the youth (universally)
and their value-system. The gathering will be a forum for them to discuss how they can
contribute effectively and practically to achieving the values highlighted in the Document
in their community
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